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PARLIAMENTARY QUESTIONS ON COVID-19 AND ANSWERS BY THE 
SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT 
 
Thursday 15 October 2020. 
 
Written questions lodged on 15 October can be found on pages 8 and 9 of this 
document. 
 
A link to the transcript of the First Minister’s Statement on COVID-19, and the 
questions asked by MSPs thereafter, can be found at page 7. 
 
ANSWERS TO PARLIAMENTARY QUESTIONS (Received on 15 October) 
 
 

Ministerial portfolio: Education and Skills 
 

 
Neil Findlay (Lothian) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what its 
position is on Heriot-Watt University’s reported plans to make 130 teaching and 
professional services staff redundant, and what support it has offered the university 
to help avoid this. 
 

S5W-32116  
 
Richard Lochhead: The Scottish Government is working closely with the Scottish 
Funding Council and the further and higher education sectors to mitigate the issues 
created by Covid-19. On 9 July, I announced to Parliament our Further and Higher 
Education Sustainability Plan. This highlighted the steps the Scottish Government 
has taken to support higher education, including £75m to protect world leading 
research and £10m for estates development, from which Heriot-Watt University have 
benefitted. 
 
The Plan also details the further measures we are taking to safeguard higher 
education, including the development of scholarships for EU and international 
students; and other collective actions to attract international students to Scotland. 
 
In spite of the challenges, Fair Work remains central to our strategy and, wherever 
possible, jobs and income levels should be protected for the benefit of the wider 
economy. 
 
 
Beatrice Wishart (Shetland Islands) (Scottish Liberal Democrats): To ask the 
Scottish Government, further to the answer to question S5W-29504 by Richard 
Lochhead on 5 June 2020, how much of the additional £2.2 million allocated to the 
Higher Education Discretionary Fund was new money. 
 

S5W-32309  
 
Richard Lochhead: All of the additional £2.2M provided to colleges and universities 
in April towards their Higher Education Discretionary Funds was 'new money'. 
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Beatrice Wishart (Shetland Islands) (Scottish Liberal Democrats): To ask the 
Scottish Government, further to the answer to question S5W-29504 by Richard 
Lochhead on 5 June 2020, whether if it will provide an update on the expenditure. 
 

S5W-32310  
 
Richard Lochhead: As of 31 July this year, £1,88M of the additional £2.2M Higher 
Education (HE) Discretionary Funds issued to colleges and universities in April, had 
been spent. 
 
As of 31 July this year, £215,000 of the advanced first instalment (£11.4M) of the 
main 2020-21 HE Discretionary Fund issued to colleges and universities in June, 
had been spent.  
 
Officials are planning to carry out further analysis on the spending later in October. 
 
 
Pauline McNeill (Glasgow) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish 
Government whether it carried out a risk assessment of the potential outcome of 
permitting universities and colleges to allow students to return to (a) campuses and 
(b) shared accommodation. 
 

S5W-32171 

Richard Lochhead: We carefully considered the risks and benefits associated with 
the start of the new academic year. Our sectoral guidance for colleges, universities 
and student accommodation providers is clear that institutions and providers should 
use risk and equality assessments to ensure that staff and students return to campus 
safely. The Scottish Government continues to consider a range of evidence on the 
progress of the pandemic in Scotland to judge whether, when and where any 
modifications are necessary.  
 
 
Pauline McNeill (Glasgow) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government 
what support it is providing to (a) young people and (b) adults who require access to 
blended learning, and what discussions it has had with the university and college 
sectors regarding guidance on what constitutes such learning. 
 

S5W-32169 

Richard Lochhead: We are providing significant levels of financial support for young 
people and adults throughout this unprecedented time. We have provided £5 million 
across FE and HE student support and early access to £11.4 million of HE 
Discretionary Funds. The Scottish Funding Council has also distributed £5 million of 
additional funding to help support learners facing digital hardship. 
 
We worked closely with colleges, universities and trade unions on our sectoral 
guidance, which emphasises that colleges and universities should use risk and 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-universities-colleges-and-student-accommodation-providers/pages/compliance/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-universities-colleges-and-student-accommodation-providers/pages/compliance/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-universities-colleges-and-student-accommodation-providers/pages/compliance/
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equality assessments to decide what a blended learning model looks like in their own 
individual circumstances. 
 

Ministerial portfolio: Health and Sport 
 
Monica Lennon (Central Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish 
Government when the redesign of unscheduled care that was announced in the 
Programme for Government will be completed. 
 

S5W-32072  
 
Jeane Freeman: To ensure patients are seen in the most appropriate clinical 
environment for their healthcare need, we have set up a group made up of clinical 
and operational leaders to provide leadership to the redesign of urgent care. 
 
The key elements of the programme will be in place by winter to provide safe access 
to care and manage more patients more effectively closer to their home based on 
COVID 19 learning. We will continue to monitor this and support ongoing work to 
further improve care over the next 18 months 
 
We are working with Health Boards and NHS 24 to assess what additional capacity 
and resource is required to implement this new approach in time for winter.  
 
I will provide further details to the Parliament after the October Recess. 
 
 
Anas Sarwar (Glasgow) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government 
whether NHS patients who are required to self-isolate for 14 days prior to surgery 
are eligible for the self-isolation support payment if they meet the other eligibility 
criteria. 
 

S5W-32052  
 
Jeane Freeman: The Self-Isolation Support Payment is available to people who are 
told to self-isolate through our Test and Protect programme, because they have 
tested positive or are identified as a contact of someone who has.  
 
Patients required to self-isolate prior to a procedure are included under the Statutory 
Sick Pay Corona Virus amendment made on 26 August 2020.  
 
Below is a link to the amended regulation: 
 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/uksi/2020/892 
 
 
Annie Wells (Glasgow) (Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party): To ask the 
Scottish Government, further to the First Minister's commitment to "providing 
resources for additional environmental health officers" in her statement on 22 
September 2020 (Official Report, c.16), how many officers it considers require to be 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/uksi/2020/892
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recruited; by what date additional officers should be recruited, and how much 
funding it will provide to enable this. 
 

S5W-32051  
 
Jeane Freeman: A total of £2.9 million is being provided over two years, to enable 
the recruitment of up to 64 Compliance Officers in total across the 32 Local 
Authorities. The recruitment process will be a matter for each individual local 
authority, but it is anticipated that the new officers will be in post around the end of 
2020. 
 
 
Monica Lennon (Central Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish 
Government what measures are in place to carry out routine weekly COVID-19 tests 
for home care services' staff. 
 

S5W-32037  
 
Jeane Freeman: Our home care workers are on the frontline of our national 
pandemic response and their work is hugely valued and it is crucial that they are 
able to access testing with results provided in a timely manner. Anyone with 
symptoms can access a test through our test sites or by ordering a home test kit. 
 
However, the current test for Covid-19 is highly effective at detecting the virus in 
individuals with symptoms but less effective for asymptomatic individuals. As set out 
in our Testing Strategy, our approach to testing, including prioritisation, is flexible 
and adaptable to the prevailing conditions of the pandemic – we constantly keep our 
testing policy under review so that it is up to date with scientific and clinical advice.  
 
Testing provides a point in time assessment of whether a person has the infection 
and should not be seen as a substitute for a strong emphasis on symptomatic staff 
immediately self-isolating and arranging testing, use of appropriate PPE, physical 
distancing, environmental optimisation and decontamination and good social 
hygiene. 
 
Public Health Scotland have produced guidance to support staff and users of 
supported living accommodation which can be found here: 
https://www.hps.scot.nhs.uk/web-resources-container/covid-19-information-and-
guidance-for-social-community-and-residential-care-settings/ 
 
 
Donald Cameron (Highlands and Islands) (Scottish Conservative and Unionist 
Party): To ask the Scottish Government, further to the answer to question S5W-
31538 by Jeane Freeman on 21 September 2020, how many operations have been 
(a) scheduled to take place and (b) carried out at Aberdeen Royal Infirmary in each 
month since August 2020. 
 

S5W-31997  
 

https://www.hps.scot.nhs.uk/web-resources-container/covid-19-information-and-guidance-for-social-community-and-residential-care-settings/
https://www.hps.scot.nhs.uk/web-resources-container/covid-19-information-and-guidance-for-social-community-and-residential-care-settings/
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Jeane Freeman: The Cancelled Planned Operations publication by Public Health 
Scotland contains monthly information on the total number of scheduled and 
cancelled operations by NHS Health Board and hospital site. The information for 
August 2020 will be published on 6 October 2020 
https://beta.isdscotland.org/forthcoming-publications/ 
 
 
Donald Cameron (Highlands and Islands) (Scottish Conservative and Unionist 
Party): To ask the Scottish Government, further to the answer to question S5W-
31538 by Jeane Freeman on 21 September 2020, whether it will confirm how many 
of the operations that were scheduled to take place at Aberdeen Royal Infirmary in 
(a) May, (b) June and (c) July 2020 were carried out. 
 

S5W-31996  
 
Jeane Freeman: Please refer to the link in answer S5W-31538. The Cancelled 
Planned Operations publication by Public Health Scotland contains monthly 
information on the total number of scheduled and cancelled operations by NHS 
Health Board and hospital site. 
 
 
Donald Cameron (Highlands and Islands) (Scottish Conservative and Unionist 
Party): To ask the Scottish Government, further to the answer to question S5W-
31538 by Jeane Freeman on 21 September 2020, whether it will provide the 
information that was requested regarding what the surgical capacity of Aberdeen 
Royal Infirmary has been in each month since May 2020. 
 

S5W-31969  
 
Jeane Freeman: Please refer to the link in answer S5W-31538. The Cancelled 
Planned Operations publication by Public Health Scotland contains monthly 
information on the total number of scheduled and cancelled operations by NHS 
Health Board and hospital site. 
 
 
Alexander Burnett (Aberdeenshire West) (Scottish Conservative and Unionist 
Party): To ask the Scottish Government what dispensation or alternative visitation 
guidance is being given to families of patients who are receiving palliative care 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 

S5W-31829  
 
Jeane Freeman: Visiting guidance in health and social care settings recognises that 
visits to those nearing the end of life are deemed essential and as such we would 
expect those working in clinical settings to accommodate such visits where it is safe 
to do so. This provision has been in place since restricted visiting was introduced 
earlier this year. 
 

https://beta.isdscotland.org/forthcoming-publications/
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Visiting guidance (including information on essential visiting) in acute settings and a 
leaflet for members of the public are available on the Scottish Government and NHS 
Boards' websites. 
 
Measures to restrict visiting are being continually monitored and will be further 
relaxed when it is safe to do so. 
 
 
Lewis Macdonald (North East Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish 
Government what prevalence of COVID-19 in Aberdeen was reported to ministers 
on (a) 19 and (b) 23 August 2020. 
 

S5W-31398  
 
Jeane Freeman: Advice was provided to Scottish Ministers on the following dates as 
follows: 
 
At 18 August 2020: 
• Rate per 100,000 for cluster related cases was 16.6 
• Rate per 100,000 for not related cases was 25.8 
 
At 23 August 2020: 
• Rate per 100,000 for cluster related cases was 11.8 
• Rate per 100,000 for not related cases was 20.1  
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First Minister’s Statement: COVID-19 
 
The statement, and the questions that followed, can be found here. 
 
 

  

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12893&i=116508
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Written questions lodged on 15 October 2020 

S5W-32563 Mark Griffin: To ask the Scottish Government what information it 
collects regarding people's (a) employment status, (b) occupation and (c) place of 
work when they test positive for COVID-19, and in what format this information is 
recorded. 
S5W-32564 Mark Griffin: To ask the Scottish Government what information it 
collects regarding the occupations of people who request COVID-19 tests.  
S5W-32565 Rachael Hamilton: To ask the Scottish Government what discussions it 
has had with COSLA regarding the readiness of local authorities to deliver the (a) 
Scottish Welfare Fund and (b) Self-isolation Support Grant. 
S5W-32582 Monica Lennon: To ask the Scottish Government which companies or 
organisations are responsible for running the (a) regional COVID-19 testing 
programme and (b) Glasgow Lighthouse Lab. 
S5W-32583 Monica Lennon: To ask the Scottish Government what the annual cost 
will be of the 3.3% pay increase for social care staff announced on 12 April 2020. 
S5W-32584 Monica Lennon: To ask the Scottish Government, further to the answer 
to question S5W-32107 by Jeane Freeman on 29 September 2020, how much of the 
additional funding for supporting social care spent to date has been on (a) PPE 
costs, (b) staffing or sickness costs, (c) the 3.3% pay uplift, (d) reduction in 
occupancy costs and (e) other costs related to COVID-19. 
S5W-32585 Monica Lennon: To ask the Scottish Government what the total cost is 
of the Test and Protect programme, broken down by NHS board. 
S5W-32586 Alex Rowley: To ask the Scottish Government what planning is in place 
to respond to any national or localised school closures as a result of COVID-19. 
S5W-32587 Alex Rowley: To ask the Scottish Government how many school pupils 
(a) have tested positive for and (b) are self-isolating from COVID-19 following an 
outbreak at their school. 
S5W-32588 Alex Rowley: To ask the Scottish Government what plans are in place 
for extra support for pupils to respond to any new school closures because of 
COVID-19 and catch up on lost class time. 
S5W-32589 Alex Rowley: To ask the Scottish Government what planning is in place 
for a potential return to blended learning in schools, and what barriers it has 
identified that might have to be dealt with to ensure that this is successful. 
S5W-32590 Alex Rowley: To ask the Scottish Government what review it has 
carried out of the blended learning that took place in spring 2020, and whether this 
included an analysis of any discrepancies between schools in the provision of study 
materials and the extent of teachers’ marking of pupils’ work. 
S5W-32596 Maurice Golden: To ask the Scottish Government when (a) it and 
(b) its agencies last met representatives of the Indian film industry regarding 
the filming of productions in Scotland. 
S5W-32597 Maurice Golden: To ask the Scottish Government what engagement it 
has had with the producers of the Indian film, Bell Bottom, regarding delays to filming 
the production in Scotland. 
S5W-32598 Maurice Golden: To ask the Scottish Government whether the 
production of the Indian film, Bell Bottom, was able to start filming during the initial 
14-day isolation period when the cast and crew were in a defined "bubble", as set 
out in the British Film Commission guidance, Working Safely During COVID-19 in 
Film and High-end TV Drama Production. 

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32563
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32564
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32565
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32582
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32583
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32584
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32585
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32586
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32587
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32588
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32589
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32590
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32596
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32597
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32598
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S5W-32599 Maurice Golden: To ask the Scottish Government whether (a) it, (b) its 
agencies and (c) other public bodies have intervened in the production of the Indian 
film, Bell Bottom, to halt filming work and, if so, for what reason. 
S5W-32600 Maurice Golden: To ask the Scottish Government whether it will 
provide a breakdown of incidents where (a) it and (b) its agencies have intervened to 
(i) temporarily and (ii) permanently halt film productions during the COVID-19 
pandemic. 
S5W-32601 Alex Rowley: To ask the Scottish Government how many schools have 
experienced a COVID-19 outbreak, also broken down by how many (a) have had to 
temporarily close and (b) school weeks have been lost. 
S5W-32606 Elaine Smith: To ask the Scottish Government whether it has provided 
guidance to local authorities indicating whether children entitled to free school meals 
should be provided with access to the equivalent of those meals during term time in 
the event they are unable to attend school through self-isolation as a result of 
COVID-19. 
S5W-32607 Emma Harper: To ask the Scottish Government, in light of reports of 
some people waiting up to five days for COVID-19 test results from the Lighthouse 
Labs Network, what plans it has to provide access to faster test results, including 
through NHS Scotland laboratories, for (a) NHS and (b) other frontline staff in order 
to reduce the length of time that such staff are unable to work due to self-isolation. 
 
 
  

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32599
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32600
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32601
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32606
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance&ReferenceNumbers=S5W-32607
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Searching for questions and motions 
 
While this report contains only questions and answers relating to COVID-19, 
answers to all parliamentary questions can be found in daily written answer reports, 
which are published here. 
 
All parliamentary questions and answers can also be searched for by keyword, MSP 
asking, Scottish Government Minister answering, as well as by date and other filters, 
through the advanced search function on the Parliament’s website here. 
 
 
 

https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/114044.aspx
https://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx?SearchType=Advance

